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Filtering the good 
From the bad

Pre-employment screening, background checking, 
probity checks, security checks... Whatever term is used, 

the objective is clear: risk mitigation
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“Honesty is the best policy – when there is 
money in it”, according to Mark Twain. However, 
honesty and business are not generally natural 
bedfellows. Corporate fraud in Australia is reaching 
epidemic proportions, costing the economy an estimated 
$6bn pa. Just as disturbing are statistics indicating 
that up to 25% of people will commit fraud in order to 
obtain employment.

Companies that do not perform appropriate screening 
practices may be liable for a legal claim of ‘negligent 
hiring’, which may lead to civil litigation or insurance 
policy claims being declined. 

It’s a scary prospect, but it can be avoided.

risk mitigation tool no. 1
Essentially, every organisation accepts a certain level 
of risk when hiring employees. But by hiring the wrong 
worker in the wrong occupation, the organisation 
imports signifi cant risk directly into its operation and 
may stand to lose the productivity balance as well as 
expose itself to workers’ compensation claims, high 
absenteeism, and a high resource drain on existing 
personnel (such as those engaged in HR, training 
and line-of-sight management). This can focus 
decision-making away from productive avenues.

Mark Cassidy, general manager of risk and innovation 
at 2CRisk, a company that specialises in health risk 
management, says the purpose of a pre-employment 
screen can be broken down into two main mission 
statements: fi rstly, to identify risks to the individual 
that will place them in a position whereby a loss will 
be experienced, be that a workers’ compensation claim, 
illness or absenteeism, or indeed forcing the worker to 
resign and seek employment elsewhere. 

“It’s worth remembering the initial cost of employing 
the individual, including their training and the loss of 
institutional knowledge,” Cassidy says.

A second purpose is job-matching the individual 
so that they are afforded the maximum ability and 
protection to stay at work, gainfully employed, for as long 
as possible. “If we consider some of the key issues in the 
media at present: skills shortage, ageing workforce, 
productivity and workers’ compensation claims, surely 
our aim must be to get the right person in the right role 
for as long as possible,” Cassidy notes.

the Basics
From full medical and drug/alcohol checks through 
to qualifi cation checks and online psychological testing, 
pre-employment screening has become a lot more 
sophisticated than mere referee checks. There are 
now over 30 background checks available, and when 
combined with detailed psychometric profi ling (outlined 
on p34), separating the wheat from the chaff has never 
been more involved – and with good reason. As tempting 

as it is to give people the benefi t of the doubt, there are 
many costly examples of candidates who exaggerate, 
omit key information, and tell outright lies when 
applying for jobs.

“Irrespective of how good the behavioural interview 
is, there are things you cannot ascertain. You cannot 
ascertain whether or not they missed out on the degree, 
or fudged that membership, or have the credit rating they 
specifi ed – that’s where we come in,” Greg Newton, MD 
of Verify, told HC. 

one test to rule them all?
The list of screening methods is becoming both more 
expansive and more sophisticated. ‘Screening brokers’ 
(essentially companies that partner with clients to 
conduct these various checks) build up relationships 
with everyone from CrimTrac and the Australian 
Securities and Investment Commission to the Attorney 
General’s department. They ensure that candidates 
are ‘squeaky clean’. For example, identity checks now 
include 140 points of identity verifi cation (passport, 
driver’s licence, utility bill). Some may offer fi ngerprint 
verifi cation, and iris and DNA checks are just around 
the corner. This is potentially a dream scenario for 
those hoping to one day rely on just one check, which 
could then be analysed by all the requisite bodies 
and authorities.

“Biometrics will be a factor, and the technology 
is defi nitely there, but it’s not quite happening at the 
moment,” comments Dale Bridger, operations manager 
at Personnel Risk Management Group. “Down the line it 
may be that all you’ll need to do is supply a fi ngerprint in 
order to have a background check done, but that’s a long 
way off. There are lots of barriers for biometrics to jump 
over before we get there, in terms of public perception 
and current legislation.”

The main issue is one around privacy: who holds the 
data, where it’s stored, and for how long. Regardless, 
Bridger believes it will happen in Australia. “In Canada 

irrespective of how 
good the behavioural 
interview is, there are 
things you cannot 
ascertain

– greg neWton
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sectors need to be vigilant under certain legislation, or 
else they have separate guidelines for auditing purposes 
– for example, the Australian standard for employment 
screening, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority’s 
(APRA’s) ‘fit and proper persons’ standards for the financial 
services industry. Increased licensing requirements, 
especially when it comes to jobs involving the provision of 
financial advice or loans, means there is thorough probing 
of APRA records or AFS disqualification checks. 

No matter the industry sector, however, the most 
common areas of resume falsification involve employment 
and education history. There are companies that assist 
persons with fraud, going so far as to provide a service 
that will offer a glowing recommendation of the 
candidate. Along with this are the false documents that 
can be prepared and made to look authentic. 

Indeed, in an age of internet diplomas, qualification 
checks are becoming de rigueur. There are two sides  
to this. Firstly, if the organisation desires a certain 
qualification in the job, then employees should have it. 
Secondly, in order to practice in some jobs employees  
are mandated to have a qualification.

 “It’s essential the organisation protect itself against 
litigation by ensuring that the individual in that job has 
the qualification required under the law to practice that 
job. It’s just like driving a vehicle. You have a rep on the 
road and you haven’t checked if they have a current 
driver’s licence and they kill or injure someone – you 
very well may have substantial liability,” Newton warns.

Police and identity checks
Alongside education/qualification and employment 
checks, Newton says that police checks are the most 
common background checks undertaken. 

“What we’re looking for are previous crimes that are 
relevant to the role that the individual is going for,” he 
says. “For example, in the financial services sector there 
are particular roles where you can’t have a criminal 
history. In addition, a candidate applying for a role in  
the transport industry as a driver could have been 
convicted of driving offences.”

Newton says it’s not unusual to uncover criminal 
convictions that should have been disclosed. 

“We find an average of 7–8% of candidates will have 
disclosable outcomes,” he says. “However, the Spent 
Convictions Scheme says that if you committed a crime 
longer than 10 years ago and you haven’t committed 
again, it’s not disclosed to anyone.”

gaining momentum:  
other screening areas
Driver’s licence checks are also a growth area.  
“It’s not uncommon to find sales reps without driver’s 
licences. Reps tend to be younger these days – they can 
get into that environment where they have alcohol or 

my brilliant career

Whether it’s a crime of opportunity, greed, 
malice, or a combination of all three, over 
the past 12 years aussie workers have 
ripped off their employers to the tune of 
$400m – and that’s just the figure of those 
who were caught.

according to a 2012 report from 
forensic accounting firm Warfield and 
associates, perhaps not surprisingly the 
banking sector was named as home to 
the worst offenders, and accountants and 
bookkeepers topped the list. 

report author Brett Warfield said the 
research identified evidence of major 
governance weaknesses in some of 
australia’s largest organisations. he added 
that organisations should learn from the 
mistakes of others, and ensure there are 
effective internal controls, appropriate 
supervision, and regular internal  
audits in place. the report also noted 
pre-employment police records/criminal 
history checks as being successful in 
minimising fraudulent activity.

the most common method of theft was 
through electronic funds transfer, where 
employees simply transferred cash into 
their own accounts.

 
Profile of a thief

• 66 of the 93 perpetrators were 
male and 27 were female.

• the largest amount stolen by an 
employee was $45.3m.

• the next four largest frauds were 
$27.3m, $22.4m, $19.3m and $19m.

• the banking sector was the 
hardest hit, with 30 frauds.

• gambling addiction was the main 
motivating factor in over half of 
the cases.

• accountants and bookkeepers 
were the most prevalent job titles 
of the perpetrators.

• 43 cases involved employees 
diverting funds to their own bank 
accounts by electronic funds 
transfer.

Hitting where it hurts most

you already have to supply fingerprints for police checks 
no matter what, so they’re a bit ahead there, but I think 
we’re on the way,” he says.

due diligence
For now, when it comes to due diligence in hiring, 
Newton notes that every client is different. Some will 
insist that, as a bare minimum, criminal checks should  
be undertaken, while other industries, such as financial 
services, legally require Australian Financial Services 
(AFS) licence checks. 

As another example, in 2008 an amendment to the 
Aged Care Act 1997 required that all employees and 
volunteers with unsupervised access to patients under 
care had a police check.

Some industries are more diligent than others, for 
obvious reasons. The financial services and insurance 
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recreational drugs, and it’s quite common to fi nd a 
conviction in the past for drink driving or a similar 
offence,” Newton says.

Medical checks remain popular, especially for 
operational staff handling machinery, and increasingly 
for executives and other white-collar workers.

If organisations want to look at the benefi ts of health 
screening from purely a cost perspective in workers’ 
transitioning from normal employment into either poor 
health or compensation claims, the evidence stacks up 
and is supported from an academic perspective. 
Examples of this are as follows:

• Non-screened employees have a 33% higher injury 
 rate of compensation claims than screened 

employees (Roshenblum & Shankar, 2006).
• Non-screened employees incur 4.3 times higher 

claims costs (Roshenblum & Shankar, 2006).
• The average cost of return-to-work cases for 

non-screened employees was 18:1 higher than 
screened employees (Roshenblum & Shankar, 2006).

“In my opinion, the pre-employment medical presents 
an opportunity to all parties, the candidate/employee and 
the organisation, to actively engage in health discussions 
immediately. This will surely assist both the worker and 
the organisation in keeping them fi t for longer. This, it 
is worth remembering, is mutually benefi cial to both 
parties,” Cassidy says. 

“Pre-employment medicals must relate specifi cally to 
the attributes of the role, and if they do not, then it is 

quite likely the anti-discrimination act has been breached 
and the organisation exposed to possible legal action,” 
he says.

 It’s also worth considering the cost to pre-employment, 
and indeed what components within the assessments are 
actually going to be used by an organisation. Cassidy has 
seen a number of organisations that get all manner of 
radiology, including X-rays, CT scans and even MRIs
of applicants, and the cost for all of this does need to 
be considered in terms of what an organisation is going 
to achieve by screening. 

Further checks
Among the more unusual checks available are:

• a media search which looks at the reputation of 
a candidate

• bankruptcy checks for those providing fi nancial advice
• directorship or signifi cant holdings search to identify 

confl icts of interest – for example, government offi cials 
or an applicant going for a senior marketing role with 
Telstra while still holding a large parcel of shares 
with Optus

• anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist fi nance 
checks and checks for politically exposed persons 
– including global watchlists issued by government 
agencies such as the FBI and the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation

If all that sounds too daunting, Debbie Lapworth, 
account manager, pre-employment screening, at PRM 
Group, recommends a tiered approach, depending on 
the position being screened for. 

“You would do an ID check to start with, and many go 
just for the academic verifi cation, to verify any diplomas 
or qualifi cations. The next level would be personal credit 
checks and the APRA checks. Beyond that you might use 
media searches. I’ve got one company now which is a 
mining recruitment agency, and they’ve introduced the 
drug testing as well. So it’s quite varied, depending on the 
company’s requirements,” she says.

Third-party providers must operate with strict 
adherence to Australian privacy laws and cannot conduct 
any private domain background investigation without the 
person’s authorisation.

As a fi nal tip, Newton recommends organisations 
create guidelines around what is included and what is 
excluded from background checks before introducing 
the process. 

“There must be a clear reason for doing it and it should 
all tie back into the inherent requirements of the job. 
Be careful about the moral judgments you are making 
and decide if it [the disclosable outcome] is relevant to 
the job, what was the context, and how long ago it 
occurred,” he says. 

• mitigate 
business risk by 
understanding 
the way your 
candidate 
manages money.
• reduce 
the risk of 
employee fraud 
by identifying 
past negative 
fi nancial trends.
• meet 
mandatory 
fi nancial licence 
compliance 
screening 
requirements.
• identify risks 
associated with 
individuals 
due to money 
laundering 
or dishonest 
conduct.

 source: Verify

Why 
conduct 
fi nancial 
background 
checks?

Pre-employment 
medicals must relate 
specifi cally to the 
attributes of the 
role, and if they 
do not, then it is 
quite likely the 
anti-discrimination 
act has been breached 

– mark cassidy
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